Sponsor an Intern!
CMAA Member Firms are eligible to participate in Southern California’s Premier CM Internship
Program offered through the CMAA Southern California Chapter Foundation. The Program is in its 8th
year of connecting mentor firms with talented young professionals from our local area institutions
including Cal Poly Pomona, CSU Fullerton, CSU Long Beach, CSU Northridge, UC Irvine, and University
of Southern California.

Firms who have participated at the 100% level due to the value received include:

AECOM, CORDOBA, CUMMING, HARRIS, JACOBS, PENTA, PORT OF LONG
BEACH, SECRETARIAT, STV
Firms who have participated at the 50% or higher level include:

APSI, ARCADIS, BERG, CW DRIVER, HILL, KENNEDY JENKS, LUNDGREN, PARSONS,
PSOMAS, SIMPLUS, VALI COOPER, VANIR
What does the Foundation offer?
The Foundation reviews resumes of over 150 candidates and selects top candidates for interview.
Candidates are then matched with member firms for up to a 12-week guided summer internship
program. Interns are promised a $20 per hour salary. Learn more about our program on our Chapter
website SoCal Internship Program. Firms who participate in the program are recognized alongside
their interns at our Annual Awards Gala.
How can you participate?
If your firm is a CMAA SoCal Chapter member submit your letter of interest to Reuben Tolentino,
rtolentino@psomas.com no later than March 16th indicating desired match*, number of weeks your
firm can participate, and your firm’s commitment to support the intern’s learning experience.
Describe how your firm will introduce the intern to the various phases of the construction process
following the Foundation’s guided program uniquely tailored to the CMIT track including services
such as scheduling, estimating, BIM and sustainability. A committee comprised of CMAA chapter
members, and Foundation and Chapter Board members will review letters of interest and determine
eligibility of firms based on level of commitment and opportunities afforded to students to have
optimal exposure to the CM profession.
* Returning sponsors are encouraged to participate at the 100% level to grow internship opportunities.

